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			The Pool of London - Things to do, Places to Visit


				



			The Pool of London stretches from London Bridge to just past Tower Bridge at one of the most historic and iconic parts of the Thames riverside.


			Explore our website for top places to visit and new ideas for things to do in London for a day, weekend or even just your lunch hour.


			Take a look at our Family Friendly section with trails for 8-11 year olds and a handy listing of Family Friendly places to visit in London - all free to download now.


			Fun along the riverside at the Thames Festival.


			Don't Miss Out on the Pool of London


			From London Bridge to Tower Bridge. This stretch of water is a major part of London’s history. For a thousand years and more, this part of the River Thames has served as a trading hub. Yes, a thousand years, meaning it goes back to the times of the Romans. Without this Pool, London would not be what it is today.


			A Brief History


			The Pool of London started out as a section of the Thames that ran alongside Billingsgate. It was here that all cargo underwent inspection. The term then extended towards London Bridge. The bridge was the farthest point on the river that a ship with a tall mast could reach. As time went on, the importance of the Pool of London grew. From 1750 onwards, both international and national trade drastically increased. Historians claim that a person could cross the Thames via the Pool, just by stepping from ship to ship. The congestion was that bad.


			As demand became too much, the Docklands of London picked up some of the slack. Even after the second world war, the Pool still served as a primary trade hub despite the heavy bombing. In 1960, as more modern means for getting goods from A to B came to be, the Pool of London started to empty.


			Need somewhere to stay?


			Holiday Lets London has a wide range of flats for rent London, click why not give us a try?


			What if you don’t have to spend a fortune to receive premium-quality moving services in London? No, this is not wishful thinking, this is what we, at Get Man and Van, are able to offer you. Contact us and we will calculate your moving costs for free and tailor our efficient removals in London to your needs, budget and expectations. With us, there are no hidden fees, delays, sloppiness and wishy-washiness. We get straight to business from the first moment our clients reach us by providing them with a complimentary no-obligation quotation. Our meticulous and insured movers treat every job in a serious manner no matter whether it involves the transportation of a few boxes or the contents of a massive house. We will send you a highly experienced, London based and remarkably courteous man and van on a day and hour of your choosing because we have a flexible schedule. Get Man and Van also offers additional services such as safe storage, packing and helpers for hire. For all your needs regarding renting a flat.
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